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Business losses due to fraud, deception, and lies are becoming catastrophic.  According to The Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners, losses are $4 trillion dollars annually, up from $3.7 trillion in 2014!

Perhaps you have security, loss prevention, and checks-and-balances in place to prevent losses but, as you can
see, losses continue to climb – rapidly.

It is clear that normal avenues of loss prevention are not working, not with such an increase!

There's a phrase that says, “If you always do what you've always done, you'll always get what you've always
gotten.”  Seems typical loss prevention methods are ineffective, yet they are what business lean on.

I spent 21 years as a police officer and undercover SVU detective and worked some of the highest profile cases
in the United States.  Perhaps you have seen a couple of my cases on such television shows as Murder in the
Afternoon (TruTV), New Detectives (Discovery Channel), America's Most Wanted (FOX), and Unusual
Suspects (Investigation Discovery), and in print with The New York Times, The Tuscaloosa Times, The Los
Angeles Times, and others.

By bringing an empowering and actionable skillset I used as a police officer and detective to corporate America
I want to help you combat your business losses due to fraud, deception, and lies.  My How to Detect Deception
& Lies keynote and training program is presented to standing room only audiences.

“...drew almost a thousand people in a standing-room-only ballroom,
significantly larger than the organizers had anticipated."   

 New York Times

I would like to help you combat your business financial losses due to theft, fraud, deception, and lies by
presenting How to Detect Deception & Lies to your executive team or perhaps to your entire corporation.

We have prepared additional information on my website: www.StevenDavidLampley.com

“What I like about Steven, he has all this knowledge and can relay that information
in a way anybody can understand”

Nancy Grace
Oxygen Channel

“His skills place him in the “cream of the crop” category.”
William T. Gaut, PhD

Deputy Chief (Ret)
Homicide Division

Birmingham Police Department

If you have any questions, please, feel free to contact me!

Respectfully,

Steven David Lampley
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